Social Media Records of the Three Kingdoms
- Cao Cao -

Cam On
Cao Cao

My name is Cao Cao, style Mengde, and I've been sent to Yingchuan to suppress the Yellow Turban Rebellion. I'm looking for capable men to join my army and my efforts. I'm offering free meals and WiFi.

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete

Cao Cao

Thank you to all that supported my efforts towards suppressing the Yellow Turban Rebellion. Your support has brought peace to the dynasty. To celebrate our achievement, I'm hosting a BBQ with free beer!

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete

Cao Cao

Family and friends, if you want more smaller and frequent updates on my campaign, please follow me on Twitter @RealCaoCao

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete
Hello, friends. Welcome to my Twitter where I plan to post my thoughts and smaller updates on my life.

10:45 AM ·

2,300 Retweets 3,500 Likes

Zhang Rang and the 10 eunuchs have overstepped their boundaries. It's time to end their corrupt regime! Join me to retake the dynasty! Please enlist at your local recruitment center. You can also support me at GoFundMe.com/FightForABetterHan
The eunuchs’ corruption must be stopped.
#WouldCallThemDickheadsButTheyDon'tHaveAny

1:53 PM.
4,527 Retweets 15.2K Likes

ALL IS NOT RIGHT WITH THE EMPIRE!! Dong Zhuo has executed Emperor Shao and instated Emperor Xian. I knew he was a wicked man not to be trusted from the very beginning.

4:23 PM.
4,572 Retweets 12.5K Likes

We’ve reclaimed the capital from the eunuchs. The righteous General Dong Zhuo has beheaded the traitors. All is right with the empire.

10:48 PM.
6,142 Retweets 11.3K Likes
Cao Cao

Emperor's Shao's death weighs heavily on our mind. We must avenge him with the head of the traitorous Dong Zhuo! Please buy our homemade Dong Zhuo candles to support your local soldiers in these dark, dark times.

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete

Cao Cao

In these uncertain times, death might just be around the corner. But with Geico Life Insurance Policy, you can guarantee financial support for your family after you are gone. For as low as $45 dollar a month, you can be sure your family will survive any clan slaughter. Geico is a proud sponsor of the Defeat Dong Zhuo Movement.

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete
Anti-Eunuchs Group Chat

As per the plan, I’m assassinating Dong Zhuo today.

12:52 PM

You’re doing WHAT?! 😳

Dong Zhuo · 12:52 PM

Wrong group chat?

Lu Bu · 12:53 PM

*Presenting my knife as a present to

Stupid autocorrect. How did assassinate get in there? 🙄

12:54 PM

Hmm...

Dong Zhuo · 12:54 PM

Happens to me all the time. “Assassinate” keeps creeping up into conversations I have with my adopted fathers. 🌞

Lu Bu · 12:56 PM
Gongtai  
@Gongtai

My friend Cao Cao accidentally killed a man's family. He then stabbed the man in the back. I am uncertain I should continue to serve him.

10:11 PM

24 Retweets 568 Likes

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 2m

Replying to @Gongtai

It's a shame that happened, but he could have retaliated. Better to wrong the world than have it wrong me.

Cao Cao

General Yuan Shao and I have joined forces to defeat Dong Zhuo. Defeating this villain will be costly. Please support us and enlist!

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete
Our troops are severely outclassed by Lu Bu. I am having a tough time recruiting strong warriors. Perhaps I should look for them in a more intimate setting? Please like if I should use Tinder, retweet if I should search on Craigslist.

10:16 AM ·
1,245 Retweets 3,286 Likes

My Bronze Bird Tower is not the only thing that's Wei big.
It's a Match!
You and Liu Bei have liked each other

Lu Bu is stressing me out. I'm looking for someone to take care of my needs 😞

My brother Zhang Fei can scare the enemy troops to death with his voice

Keep talking

My brother Guanyu can behead the enemy general before his liquor chills.
Liu Bei: Keep talking

My brother Guanyu can behead the enemy general before his liquor chills.

I'll take them.

I have big ears.

I have big ears.

... Is this a package deal?

We swore an oath to always be together, including sleeping together.

Commitment issues, I see. Sure why not. I have phoenix eyes so I guess we're all a little freaky.
Cao Cao
@RealCaoCao

Dong Zhuo's and Lu Bu's forces assassinated my father and family. I will have my revenge!!!

5:56 PM.
4,580 Retweets 6,454 Likes

Cao Cao
@RealCaoCao

Dong Zhuo is dead!! His own son killed him. Ha!

2:23 PM.
5,457 Retweets 9,358 Likes

Cao Cao

Dong Zhuo has been defeated! But the empire remains divided. When will we unite, I wonder?

Like · Comment · Edit · Delete
It sickens me to see corrupt men constantly rising to power. Something needs to be done.

8:35 PM ·

6,784 Retweets 9,845 Likes

Shower thoughts. What if I unify the empire? 😊

2:26 PM ·

23.6K Retweets 43.5K Likes

Xiahou Dun @DuntherStrike · 1m
Replies to @RealCaoCao
(・ω・)7 I will support you!!
The emperor has given me his bow as an approval of my efforts to reunify the empire!

5:42 PM

5,280 Retweets 9,653 Likes

Emperor Xian @EmperorOfChina · 2m
I support @RealCaoCao and his campaign.

Xiahou Dun @DuntherStrike · 1m
Didn’t Cao Cao confiscate your phone?

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 42s
🤔

I’m starting a campaign to unify China under one name. I can no longer stand by and watch another corrupt and depraved man take control of the Han. I believe under my rule, the Han would achieve a new era of peace and prosperity. If you would like to support me, please enlist in my army. The royal treasury will pay for your higher education if you manage to survive.

I’m starting my conquest of the north. Our numbers is laughable compared to Yuan Shao’s northern troops. Please RSVP to my invitation and join me on my conquest!
Cao Cao
My troops have managed to pushed Yuan Shao back. We will decide who is the better leader!

Guo Jia
We already know the answer. I have listed 10 reasons why you are the better general, my lord.

Cao Cao
Thank you, Guo Jia, my most trusted adviser. I appreciate the support.

Xiahou Dun
He's not so special. I bet I can name 27 reasons.

Cao Cao
It's not a contest but thank you Xiahou Dun. Also, that's a very specific number of reasons.

Liu Bei
Why have you sided with Yuan Shao?

Liu Bei
I thought we had something special. We killed Lu Bu together.

Cao Cao
What we had was over when you took control of the emperor.

Liu Bei
You're going to regret this. I'm changing the Netflix password. Good luck finishing Stranger Things.
Cao Cao @RealCaoCao

Though Liu Bei is now my enemy, I will graciously house his wives and brother at my palace. We must maintain our honor in these dark times.

3:00 PM

6,534 Retweets 11.5K Likes

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao

Mi Heng is irrational and disrespectful. Stripping in front of guests? Who does that? I advise you all to stop listening to his nonsense and block him from all your social media accounts.

3:07 PM

4,650 Retweets 9,764 Likes
It's a Match!
You and Guan Yu have liked each other

Guan Yu
Funny seeing you here. 😊

You captured me and my brother’s wives. This is hardly a meet-cute situation.

Don't say that. I had a robe handmade for you. Your old one is all torn and dusty.

I don't care.

Ok but I have this really fast horse.
Guan Yu: I don’t care.

Guan Yu: Maybe just a favor.

Guan Yu: Great! I have just the person for you to kill.

Guan Yu: Fine. But I get to leave after this.

Guan Yu: His name is Yan Liang. He is hindering my liberation of Yuan Shao’s territory. Message me when you’re done.

Guan Yu: Ok but I have this really fast horse.

Guan Yu: Still no?

Guan Yu: What if I give you this bag for your beard? It’s Gucci.

Guan Yu: Maybe just a favor.
Guan Yu has defeated Yan Liang for us! Yuan Shao is doomed!

It's done.

Did Yang Liang pose a challenge?

Who do you think I am?! He's not worth mentioning. My brother Zhang Fei could snatch the head of the chief of an army ten times that size.

Well done, Guan Yu 😍

Yuan Shao @TheYuanShao · 49s
Replying to @RealCaoCao
LIU BEI, WHAT IS THE MEANING OF THIS?!

Liu Bei @LiuBei · 26s
Repeating to @RealCaoCao
This obvious one of Cao Cao's deception.
Guan Yu

Ganyu, Liu Bei abandoned you. Why return to him?

He and I swore an oath.

Guan Yu, if you stay with me, I’m never gonna give you up, never gonna let you down, never gonna run around and hurt you. (Like Liu Bei).

Guan Yu

Did you have to kill EVERYONE on your way out of my territory?

They were in my way.

A simple “Get the heck out of my way” would have suffice.

Do you know how many forms I have to fill out because of you?

Did you just Rick-rolled me?! 😕

(つ´̀ω´́)つ
My troops have recently looted treasure from a local insurgent. They are headed back to the capital now.

1:26 PM ·

8,384 Retweets 12.5K Likes

Yuan Shao @TheYuanShao · 2h
Replying to @RealCaoCao
Ha! Rookie mistake. You shouldn’t announce your plans to the public.

Yuan Shao @TheYuanShao · 6m
Replying to @TheYuanShao
WHAT?! An ambush?!?! You baited me!

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 4m
Replying to @TheYuanShao
Simplest trick in the book.
Cao Cao

My troop's successful ambush has pushed Yuan Shao back to Guandu. This battle will decide who will control the river.

Yuan Shao
@TheYuanShao

You may have ambushed me Cao Cao, but can you handle these sniper towers?! Ha Ha!

9:32 AM.

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 38s

Replying to @TheYuanShao

Easy peasy.
Cao Cao @RealCaoCao

Digging holes to get underneath my trenches and into my base is a great tactic at first, but you forget I have GoogleMaps. I can see the holes at your base.

6:47 PM ·

Yuan Shao @TheYuanShao · 1m

Replying to @RealCaoCao

Damn you, Cao Cao!

Xun You

My lord, GoogleMaps doesn’t show real time images. How did you find out about the holes?

Xun You · 7:39 PM

I wasn’t completely certain. It was a bluff and he confirmed it. Even if he didn’t use holes, my public statement would announce that I’m on to these kinds of tactics, deterring any future attempts.

7:42 PM
Cao Cao
@RealCaoCao

I’m so hungry. This battle is taking too long. Can someone call me an UberEat?

5:56 PM

2,412 Retweets 16.8K Likes

Xun You

Sir, our supplies are dwindling. Our troops are starving. We will lose in a war of attrition.

Xun You · 10:39 AM

Then we need to destroy the enemy’s supplies.

10:42 AM

We don’t know where Yuan Shao is keeping his supplies.

Xun You · 10:46 AM

We just have to provoke him.

10:50 AM
This is our food supplies today. We still have plenty of food left. We will outlast Yuan Shao!

Yuan Shao @TheYuanShao · 16m
Replying to @RealCaoCao
Your food supplies is nothing compared to my storage! My warehouse is still full!
It's a Match!
You and Yuan Shao have liked each other

Yuan Shao 58
Warlord
Lives in Runan
31 Li away

SEND MESSAGE
KEEP SWIPING
I liked him on Tinder right after he sent the picture on Twitter. This gave me access to his Tinder profile which tells me his distance away from me (31 Li). Since Guandu is less than 31 Li away, it’s likely he was at the reserve when he tweeted the picture. Which city 31 Li away would be the best place for him to store food?

Based on that distance, Wuchao is the safest city.

We’ll pose as Pokémon Go players tonight and launch a sneak attack. They’re so common and gather in such large groups that it makes for the perfect cover.
Cao Cao

We have successfully driven Yuan Shao out of Guandu! The northern territories are within our grasp!

Cao Cao

My followers, while I was starving in my fight against Yuan Shao, Liu Bei stole the province of Qing from me. He is currently fleeing from me. You are all spread out throughout the empire. If you see Liu Bei, please DM me. I will award those who are willing to be my eyes.

Cao Cao

Yuan Shao has recently died and his province is split between his sons. This is the perfect time to take the empire back from these two immature rulers. Please join enlist in my army. Together, we can reunify China.
Cao Cao

I have arrived at Changban bridge in pursuit of Liu Bei and his sympathizers. It won't be long until I capture them.

Likes · Comment · Edit · Delete

Zhang Fei

FIGHT ME, YOU COWARD!!!!!!!

Likes · Edit · Delete

Cao Cao

How is it that I can hear you through my screen?

Likes · Edit · Delete

Liu Bei

Cao Cao. I have feelings for you.

Really?

Yea. I feel like you should give me back my wives and son.

One of your generals is already doing the fine work of rescuing your family. What's his name?

Zhao Zilong.

GIF Type a message SEND
We are heading south to retake the land Sun Quan and Liu Bei too k from the empire! Like this tweet if you are willing to fight for the empire! Retweet to spread the word!

8:51 PM

36.5K Retweets 986.4K Likes

Cao Cao
@RealCaoCao

After arriving at the southland, General Cai Mao and Zhang Yun from the southland have joined my forces to unify China. They will be training my naval force. If any southlanders want to join my campaign, you are welcomed.

Cao Cao
@RealCaoCao

@SunQuan Close to 1 million people are coming for your territory. This is only after 1 day. The number will only keep growing. You should surrender now before you suffer any casualty.
Zhou Yu
@ZhouYu

Cao Cao’s navy may be big, but they are undisciplined on water. They will fail their duties because of motion sickness.

6:50 PM

3,498 Retweets 6,451 Likes

Zhou Yu
@ZhouYu

@CaiMao @ZhangYun Open your mind.

8:18 AM

Cao Cao 🌐@RealCaoCao · 1h
Replying to @ZhouYu
I wouldn’t get my hopes up.

Cao Cao 🌐@RealCaoCao · 1m
Replying to @ZhouYu
What does this mean?
My lord, Zhou Yu launched an attack on our base!

By land?

No, by the river!

What? How did he close enough to us undetected? Cai Mao and Zhang Yun were supposed to handle the naval battles! Where are they?!

@CaiMao @ZhangYun Close your mind.

10:50 AM ·

2,486 Retweets 4,788 Likes

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 15s
Replying to @ZhouYu
Does this have anything to do with your attack earlier?
It has come to my attention that we were completely humiliated by Zhou Yu’s attack today. Cai Mao, Zhang Yun, how did this happen?

We are not sure, sir.

Our troops are too inexperienced to fight Zhou Yu on water.

What did he mean when he tweeted to you both to “Open your mind”?

I have no idea, sir.

What about “Close your mind”?

What about “Close your mind”?

So he just tweeted two random phrases directed at you for no reasons at all?

Yes?

This isn’t some code you used when you were working under him?

No, sir!

No!
I want you both to begin the attack on the south.

But sir, the training is still unfinished. It would be risky.

And when the training is completed, will my head be delivered to Zhou Yu? Will it be the next time you both “open your mind”?

What? No, sir!

How do I know you both aren’t sleeper agents sent by Zhou Yu?

You have to trust us, my lord!

Yes, trust us!

Trust you? I would rather betray the world than have it betray me. You both are too suspicious. I won’t be seeing you again.
Cao Cao just killed his two best naval generals over two statements. Looks like his paranoid nature worked against him.

8:18 AM ·
3,498 Retweets 6,451 Likes

Xun You

My lord, #TheBattleIsNow is trending on Twitter. It seems to have originated from Zhuge Liang.

10:31 PM

The battle is now? The heavy mist would provide the cover needed. All eyes on the enemy side.

10:32 PM

My lord, we spotted ships across the river!

10:34 PM

Fire the missiles!

10:35 PM

My lord, the missiles are ineffective. They seem to be going through the ships.

10:40 PM

Through the ships?! What is this, a cartoon?!
Xun You:
Ah! Shine our brightest light at the ships!

My lord, the ships disappeared!
Xun You · 10:43 PM

He projected the image of the ships onto the dark curtain of mist! It was all an illusion!

My lord, we are picking up movements under water with our sonar. I believe he is using submarines to retrieve the fallen missiles.
Xun You · 10:51 PM

So it was a ploy to steal our weapons!

10:56 PM

Zhuge Liang:
Thanks to the prime minister for missiles!

11:18 PM

35K Retweets 64.5K Likes

Cao Cao:
You have played me. Never again!

@RealCaoCao · 1h
Replying to @ZhugeLiang
It's a Match!
You and Da Qiao have liked each other

How are you, my dear?
What do you want?
You. And your sister.
Ugh. Don’t you have a cliff to raid?
You can raid my cliff any day 😊
Too much?

SEND MESSAGE
KEEP SWIPING

GIF Type a message SEND
It's a Match!
You and Xiao Qiao have liked each other

Xiao Qiao
I would've never guessed that you would like me back. I guess you can tell who the superior man is.

You're right. There is no way my husband can win against your superior might.

Ha Ha Ha!

I only wish you would take me away from my husband.
Xiao Qiao: 

*/ */

Your sister has a different opinion of me.

She holds on to the idea that your naval forces are ill-adjusted for water battle. I also worry that your troops will be too sea sick to fight.

I'm already thinking of a plan to counteract the motion sickness.

Xiao Qiao: 

I'm already thinking of a plan to counteract the motion sickness.

I overheard my husband saying that if you chained your ships up, it'll stabilize the ships. He's hoping you won't realize this fact.

My ships will be vulnerable and trapped in a fire. But we do have water pumps so any fire would be quickly put out.
Cao Cao

I have decided to chain my ships together. This will ease my troop's motion sickness. Now we have nothing to fear.

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao

I’m personally commanding the naval battle tonight at Red Cliff. It’s going to be lit!

1:35 PM

56.8K Retweets 90.7K Likes

Zhuge Liang @ZhugeLiang · 19s
Replying to @RealCaoCao
Someone is throwing caution to the wind.
Cao Cao

I've written a short song about my eventual victory at Red Cliff. I hope it will rally our spirit and bring us together for the upcoming battle. Here are the lyrics:

Here before us, wine and song!
For man does not live long.
Like daybreak dew,
His days are swiftly gone.

Sanguine-souled we have to be!
Though painful memory haunts us yet.
Thoughts and sorrows naught allays,
Save the cup Du Kang first set.

"Deep the hue of the scholar's robe;
Deeper, the longing of my heart."
For all of you, my dearest lords,
I voice again this ancient part.

Nibbling on the duckweed,
"Loo! Loo!" the lowing deer.
At our feast sit honored guests
For string and reed to cheer.

The moon on high beckons bright,
But no man's ever stayed it.
Heart's care rises from within,
And nothing can deny it.

Take our thanks for all your pains;
Your presence does us honor.
Reunited on this feasting day,
We well old loves remember.

The moon is bright, the stars are few,
The magpie black as raven.
It southbound circles thrice a tree
That offers him no haven.

The mountaintop no height eschews;
The sea eschews no deep.
And the Duke of Zhou spat out his meal
An empire's trust to keep.

If you are interested, please check out my SoundCloud or download my song from iTunes.

Liu Fu That's kind of grim.

Cao Cao Don't be such a party pooper.
Xun You:
My lord, a storm just appeared on the horizon!

8:12 PM

What do you mean appeared? How can a storm just appear?

8:13 PM

We spotted Zhuge Liang seeding the clouds with silver oxide, creating an artificial rainstorm!

8:14 PM

Why would he need a storm? Our weakness is fire because we are linked together. What's his game? Perhaps it's an attempt to make us lower our guards against fire. Keep the water pump operational.

8:16 PM

Sir, we've spotted planes coming from enemy lines.

8:21 PM

Shoot them down!

8:21 PM

Sir, they are dropping themselves onto our ships! Their collisions started fires on multiple ships.

8:22 PM

We've prepared for this. Put out the fire with the water pump!

8:22 PM

Sir, the fire is not going out! The water is actually making the fire explode out of control!

8:23 PM

What?!?!
Sir, the rain and our fire fighting is spreading the fire further!

8:24 PM

Sir, they were filled with magnesiu... creating a class D, or metal fire! These fires are agitated by water!

8:25 PM

What sorcery is this?! What were those planes filled with?!

8:25 PM

My lord, what do we do?!

8:33 PM

We need dry powder and lots of it.

8:30 PM

That’s why he created the rain! In the case that we don’t use water to put out the fire, the rain would spread the fire on its own. Even if we prepared dry powder, it wouldn’t be dry anymore in this rain. This was an elaborate trap using water to stoke the fire!

8:31 PM

Abandon ship! The navy is lost.

8:34 PM
Xun You
@XunYou

How could things have gone wrong, so fast?! I’m beginning to think the Qiao sisters I’ve talked with weren’t even them. It must have been Zhou Yu or Zhuge Liang behind those accounts, urging me to link my ships together.

8:41 PM

My lord, enemy troops have been spotted on land!

8:56 PM

We need to break through them! We cannot let the empire’s reunification end here!

8:57 PM
Cao Cao 😈
@RealCaoCao

I might have been defeated at Red Cliff, but I’m still alive! Even if that bumpkin Zhuge Liang is well read and knows many tricks, he is after all a greenhorn, and he doesn’t know anything about strategy.

1:35 AM ·
3,564 Retweets 9,065 Likes

Zhang Fei 😈@ZhangFei · 11h
Replying to @RealCaoCao
THINK AGAIN!

Cao Cao 😈@RealCaoCao · 10h
Replying to @ZhangFei
So I was ambushed while eating. But I escaped! Even if Zhuge Liang knows a bit about strategy, his knowledge is not a hundred percent complete. He has only grasped 80%.

Guanyu 😈@Guanyu · 9h
Replying to @RealCaoCao

Cao Cao 😈@RealCaoCao · 9h
Replying to @Guanyu
OH COME ON!!
Zhuge Liang @ZhugeLiang · 8h
Replying to @RealCaoCao
Would you like me to go easy on you?

Cao Cao @RealCaoCao · 8h
Replying to @ZhugeLiang
I would like you to do the Tide pod challenge.

What a coincidence seeing you here at Huarong Pass!
Surrender. You can't escape.
Surely you remember what I did for you when you were in my camp. Couldn't you just let me pass?
No. I swore an oath.
Come on! Even our horses still remember the loyalty of their common manger!
Guan Yu

I protected you and your brother's wives. I allowed you to return to your brother. You owe me one.

...

Let me go this time and your debt is cleared.

Very well. Next time, I will kill you.

Cao Cao

I may have been defeated by Zhuge Liang and Zhou Yu at Red Cliff, but this does not spell the end of my campaign. I will return stronger than before!